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Life on the tiny Caribbean island of MONTSERRAT was picture postcard perfect, with year-
round sunshine, cooling breezes, lush vegetation, sparkling seas and a flourishing tourist
industry.That was until 18th July 1995 when the island's volcano erupted after FOUR HUNDRED
YEARS, bringing over twenty years of danger and uncertainty.PLENTY MANGO tells the island's
story through the eyes of SARAH DICKINSON who, with her architect husband, followed a
dream to build luxury Caribbean-style villas on Montserrat. They only needed to build one more
house to break even, only to have their plans shattered by the volcano.PLENTY MANGO is an
intimate portrait of an island's peoples, such as Cynthia, the Honey Lady, Moose and his
'honesty' bar, Sir George Martin and his Air Studios, the tiler who brews his very own mango
'poteen', Victor's garage that sells Bibles alongside brake pads, and the goat herd who heard
the mountain 'groanin'' many months before the volcano blew. We meet some of the ex-pats who
love to party, with the excuse "hell, it's six o'clock somewhere in the world." 'Jumbie' ghosts are
everywhere, as are the Masquerade dancers whose vibrant costumes and heady rhythms take
you back in time. You'll join in the St. Patrick's Day week-long festival, celebrating the island's
Irish roots and follow the giant speakers leading the 'jump up',Despite the hardship and
uncertainty, Montserratians remain optimistic and undefeated. They never say 'goodbye', only'I
go to come back.'.

“Andy Lightfoot brings a wealth of information that can aid in avoiding, and surviving,
terrorism.”—Matt Graham, author of Epic Survival and star of Discovery Channel’s Dual
Survival“For both frequent and occasional travelers in today’s increasingly threatening world,
this all-encompassing guide will enhance your travel safety and enjoyment. Pack this guide with
all your travel essentials. It encompasses all the pertinent advice and recommendations you will
need.”—Jim Hawes, former Navy SEAL officer“The threat of terrorism is now a part of our lives,
especially if we travel. The Terrorism Survival Guide gives the reader valuable information as to
how prepare for, and react to, terrorism if ever his travel locates him in the wrong place at the
wrong time.”—J. Wayne Fears, author of The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide“It’s clear to
everyone that overseas travel is not now what it was even a few years back. But despite all the
angst involved in facing the new challenges and uncertainties, there’s nothing sweaty-palmed or
hysterical about Lightbody’s handbook, just a calm, near exhaustive, clearly written, superbly
organized guide for today’s traveler. It’s just the thing, whether your globe-trotting is for pleasure
or for profit.”—Stephen Brennan, author of Bugles, Boots and Saddles: Exploits of the U. S.
Cavalry and Survival Skills of the Native Americans“The Terrorism Survival Guide is an essential
read for the traveler in his or her journeys both foreign and domestic. Having found myself in the
wrong place at the wrong time in more than one country over the past decade I find the



information realistic and valuable. I cannot offer higher praise.”—Robert K. Campbell, author of A
Prepper’s Guide to Rifles“The Terrorism Survival Guide is the kind of book I would give my own
kids as they head out from college to see the world and face real life. It’s concise, easy to read,
practical, and full of specific answers to real questions. Great stuff worth every penny.”—David
Black, author of What to Do When the Shit Hits the Fan“Being a traveler in today’s world begs
preparation the likes of which could be the protocol of a secret agent. Going well beyond staging
the vacant home and how to pack, Lightbody offers hard-to-find overseas resources for when
trouble strikes. When it comes to planning a trip, don’t be a beginner. Get this book!”—Roger
Eckstine, author of Shooter’s Bible Guide to Home Defense“Never in the history of humankind
has our world been so uncertain, so absolutely unpredictable. The more than one thousand
people injured or killed in the first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City never
suspected the attack. Of the six thousand commuters who were casualties of the Sarin nerve
gas attack on a crowded Tokyo subway in 1995, not one of them saw it coming. The three
thousand people who died in the September 11, 2001 attack that destroyed the World Trade
Center were like wise unawares. The countenances of terrorism are the faces of cowards,
people who are by themselves insignificant to the operation of the world; but it’s this very
facelessness that makes The Terrorism Survival Guide a must-read for everyone who isn’t a
hermit living on a remote mountaintop. If you can't anticipate it and you can’t prevent it, then you
need to learn to survive it, and this book is a big step in the right direction.”—Len McDougall,
author of The Ultimate Sh*t Hits the Fan Survival Guide“As a former emergency manager and
terrorism response instructor, I find The Terrorism Survival Guide to be an easy-to-follow guide
that gives essential tips to survive. The information inside is the same as what I give my own
family.”—David Nash, author of 52 Prepper Projects“Andy Lightfoot brings a wealth of
information that can aid in avoiding, and surviving, terrorism.”—Matt Graham, author of Epic
Survival and star of Discovery Channel’s Dual Survival“For both frequent and occasional
travelers in today’s increasingly threatening world, this all-encompassing guide will enhance
your travel safety and enjoyment. Pack this guide with all your travel essentials. It encompasses
all the pertinent advice and recommendations you will need.”—Jim Hawes, former Navy SEAL
officer“The threat of terrorism is now a part of our lives, especially if we travel. The Terrorism
Survival Guide gives the reader valuable information as to how prepare for, and react to,
terrorism if ever his travel locates him in the wrong place at the wrong time.”—J. Wayne Fears,
author of The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide“It’s clear to everyone that overseas travel is not
now what it was even a few years back. But despite all the angst involved in facing the new
challenges and uncertainties, there’s nothing sweaty-palmed or hysterical about Lightbody’s
handbook, just a calm, near exhaustive, clearly written, superbly organized guide for today’s
traveler. It’s just the thing, whether your globe-trotting is for pleasure or for profit.”—Stephen
Brennan, author of Bugles, Boots and Saddles: Exploits of the U. S. Cavalry and Survival Skills
of the Native Americans“The Terrorism Survival Guide is an essential read for the traveler in his
or her journeys both foreign and domestic. Having found myself in the wrong place at the wrong



time in more than one country over the past decade I find the information realistic and valuable. I
cannot offer higher praise.”—Robert K. Campbell, author of A Prepper’s Guide to Rifles“The
Terrorism Survival Guide is the kind of book I would give my own kids as they head out from
college to see the world and face real life. It’s concise, easy to read, practical, and full of specific
answers to real questions. Great stuff worth every penny.”—David Black, author of What to Do
When the Shit Hits the Fan“Being a traveler in today’s world begs preparation the likes of which
could be the protocol of a secret agent. Going well beyond staging the vacant home and how to
pack, Lightbody offers hard-to-find overseas resources for when trouble strikes. When it comes
to planning a trip, don’t be a beginner. Get this book!”—Roger Eckstine, author of Shooter’s
Bible Guide to Home Defense“Never in the history of humankind has our world been so
uncertain, so absolutely unpredictable. The more than one thousand people injured or killed in
the first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City never suspected the attack. Of the
six thousand commuters who were casualties of the Sarin nerve gas attack on a crowded Tokyo
subway in 1995, not one of them saw it coming. The three thousand people who died in the
September 11, 2001 attack that destroyed the World Trade Center were like wise unawares. The
countenances of terrorism are the faces of cowards, people who are by themselves insignificant
to the operation of the world; but it’s this very facelessness that makes The Terrorism Survival
Guide a must-read for everyone who isn’t a hermit living on a remote mountaintop. If you can't
anticipate it and you can’t prevent it, then you need to learn to survive it, and this book is a big
step in the right direction.”—Len McDougall, author of The Ultimate Sh*t Hits the Fan Survival
Guide“As a former emergency manager and terrorism response instructor, I find The Terrorism
Survival Guide to be an easy-to-follow guide that gives essential tips to survive. The information
inside is the same as what I give my own family.”—David Nash, author of 52 Prepper
ProjectsAbout the AuthorAndy Lightbody is a military and technology analyst. He was the
founding editor for International Combat Arms magazine, field editor for Armed Forces Journal,
and a military correspondent for CBS, Fox, and ABC Radio. Lightbody has authored over a
dozen books on military technologies and terrorism. He lives in Colorado.Don Mann is a
bestselling author and a former member of Navy SEAL Team Six (retired) who played a crucial
role in some of America’s most daring military missions for more than two decades. His books
include Inside SEAL Team Six, The U.S. Navy SEAL Survival Handbook, and the Thomas
Crocker thrillers. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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For John Renton who saved my life, literally.“PLENTY MANGO” – POSTCARDS FROM
THE CARIBBEAN CONTENTS INTRODUCTIONCHAPTER 1 “PLENTY MANGO”CHAPTER
2 NO ROOM AT THE INNCHAPTER 3 “WHERE THE HELL IS MONTSERRAT?”CHAPTER 4
“I HEARD DE MOUNTAIN GROANIN’”CHAPTER 5 RAINING GOLF BALLSCHAPTER
6“THEY’LL BE WANTING GOLDEN ELEPHANTS NEXT”CHAPTER 7 ST. PATRICK’S DAY
UPRISINGCHAPTER 8 ELECTION FEVERCHAPTER 9 PORCELAIN &
PROTOCOLCHAPTER 10“HAPPY BIRTHDAY MA’AM”CHAPTER 11“YES! WE HAVE NO
BANANAS”CHAPTER 12MONTSERRAT IDOLCHAPTER 13AIR STUDIOSCHAPTER
14BOTTOM OF THE LEAGUECHAPTER 15BRAKE PADS AND BIBLESCHAPTER 16“YOU
CALL THIS DANCING?”CHAPTER 17WATER AEROBICSCHAPTER 18SNIFF, SWILL &
SPITCHAPTER 19GREEN FLASHCHAPTER 20HASH RUNCHAPTER 21HONEY
LADYCHAPTER 22FRIGATE BIRDS AND FISHERMENCHAPTER 23IGUANAS IN THE
ORCHARDCHAPTER 2450 YARD DASHCHAPTER 25BATS, EGG TIMERS & ANCIENT
MANCHAPTER 26SUNDAY WORSHIPCHAPTER 27FOUR TIMES ROUND THE
DECKCHAPTER 28“I GO TO COME BACK” (STILL HOME, STILL NICE)BIOGRAPHY“PLENTY
MANGO” - POSTCARDS FROM THE CARIBBEAN INTRODUCTION Life on the tiny Caribbean
island of Montserrat was picture-postcard perfect, with year-round sunshine, cooling breezes,
lush vegetation, sparkling seas and a flourishing tourist industry.That was until the 18th July
1995 when the idyll was shattered. After four hundred years the island’s dormant volcano
suddenly erupted, bringing over twenty years of danger and uncertainty.PLENTY MANGO tells
the story of the island’s struggle for survival through the eyes of SARAH DICKINSON who, with
her architect husband John, had moved to the island to follow a dream of building luxury
Caribbean style villas.

For John Renton who saved my life, literally.“PLENTY MANGO” – POSTCARDS FROM
THE CARIBBEAN CONTENTS INTRODUCTIONCHAPTER 1 “PLENTY MANGO”CHAPTER
2 NO ROOM AT THE INNCHAPTER 3 “WHERE THE HELL IS MONTSERRAT?”CHAPTER 4
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LADYCHAPTER 22FRIGATE BIRDS AND FISHERMENCHAPTER 23IGUANAS IN THE
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DECKCHAPTER 28“I GO TO COME BACK” (STILL HOME, STILL NICE)BIOGRAPHY“PLENTY



MANGO” - POSTCARDS FROM THE CARIBBEAN INTRODUCTION Life on the tiny Caribbean
island of Montserrat was picture-postcard perfect, with year-round sunshine, cooling breezes,
lush vegetation, sparkling seas and a flourishing tourist industry.That was until the 18th July
1995 when the idyll was shattered. After four hundred years the island’s dormant volcano
suddenly erupted, bringing over twenty years of danger and uncertainty.PLENTY MANGO tells
the story of the island’s struggle for survival through the eyes of SARAH DICKINSON who, with
her architect husband John, had moved to the island to follow a dream of building luxury
Caribbean style villas.This is West Indian life as you may never have seen it before. An intimate
portrait of the island’s peoples. There’s Honey Lady Cynthia, ‘Moose’ and his honesty bar, Sir
George Martin and his Air Studios, the tiler who brews his very own mango ‘poteen’, Victor’s
garage that sells Bibles alongside brake pads and the goat herd who heard the mountain
‘groanin’ many months before the volcano blew.You’ll meet some of the ex-pats who love to
party with the excuse ‘hell, it’s six o’clock somewhere in the world.’ ‘Jumbie’ ghosts are
everywhere, as are the Masquerade dancers, whose vibrant costumes and heady rhythms take
you back in time. You’ll join in the St. Patrick’s Day week-long Festival, held to celebrate
Montserrat’s unique association with Ireland and you won’t be able to resist taking part in the
‘jump up’.Despite the hardship and uncertainty, Montserratians remain optimistic. They never
say ‘goodbye’, rather ‘I go to come back’, which is what I hope you’ll want to do with this
book. CHAPTER 1“PLENTY MANGO”“PLENTY MANGO”Whenever the subject of Montserrat
crops up, two questions are inevitably asked. ‘Where is it?’ and ‘how on earth did you end up
there?’If you Google ‘Montserrat, West Indies’, not ‘Montserrat Spain’, you’ll be directed to a
volcanic dot (7 miles by 11) in between the Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean from where, on a
clear day, you can see Antigua, Nevis, St.Kitts and Guadeloupe. The island is still a British
Overseas Territory with a Governor representing the Queen who oversees the island’s own
elected Government. It boasts the purest spring water, lush vegetation, friendly people … and
now an active volcano.One summer, many years ago, I was driving through Northern France
with my husband John. We were on our way to Switzerland and at one with the world. It was
one of those typical straight French country roads with white ringed poplar trees on either side.
Nothing coming the other way, I signalled to overtake two cars in front of us. All was well until I
was alongside the first driver who decided to overtake the car in front of him. There wasn’t room
for the three of us on that straight country road, so I ended up hitting one of the poplar trees
while they drove on. John somehow got me out just before the car exploded. He saved my
life.Despite being grateful for being alive, come winter, we couldn’t quite get over the enormity of
what could have happened.So, to cheer the soul and warm the body, we headed for the West
Indies, unknown to both of us, eventually finding and falling in love with Montserrat. So much so
that John, who is an architect, decided to follow a dream and find some land on which he would
build a group of contemporary West Indian style villas. We did find that land, 27 acres of tropical
hillside overlooking sea, beach and mountains. We re-mortgaged everything we had to pay for
it.We only needed to build one more house to almost break even. And then the island’s volcano



re-awoke after 400 years.‘Of all the gin joints, in all the towns, in all the world, she walks into
mine …’ said Rick in Casablanca….though an erupting volcano is a lot more chancey than
Bogart and Bergman’s gin joint. The volcano hovers in the background of these stories of life on
Montserrat, but the island is full of wonders, as you’ll hear. Even, as I begin these tales, by
taking a simple walk up to Duck Pond.The walk is about an hour and a half round trip, much of it
in the shade of arching mango trees either side of a track. It’s officially known as the Cot Trail in
memory of an English family, the Sturges, who came to Montserrat mid -19th century to grow
limes for the manufacture of citric acid and also provide essential Vitamin C for the English
navy; hence the expression ‘limeys’. They built a house high up on Olveston Mountain , which
was destroyed by a hurricane in 1899. For reasons known only to long deceased members of
the family, they called it The Cot.In June and July, neither Duck Pond nor The Cot seem
appropriate names - Mango Trail, we think, being far more fitting. John & I leave the trusty old
Range Rover at the bottom of the mountain and begin our gentle climb, accompanied by yellow
and white tissue-paper butterflies and scampering lizards. Before long we come upon an
avenue of mango trees, the ground littered with their yellow and blushing pink oval fruit. The
scent is intense, smelling not unlike a brewery around the fermenting fruit.We meet an elderly
man wearing what appear to be pin-striped wedding trousers, cut off at the knee.“Plenty mango,”
I say, as a way of greeting. He carries a large sack which is already half full.He gives me a pink
gummed smile. “Dem trees been here since I was a boy. I comes here to pick every year.”“What
do you do with them? Make chutney?”He looks at me carefully.“Mango rum. Pick now, ready for
December.”He proceeds to divulge his recipe, but the quantities are so large, that I quickly lose
track, except that there seem to be only two essential ingredients; mango flesh and sugar which,
by a patient process of fermentation and sieving, eventually produces a colourless liquid.“It’s
very strong,” he laughs. “When I drink dis stuff, I lie on de table and caaan’t get up!”“Perhaps you
could sell it locally?”He rocks on his heels with laughter. It’s obvious that a liquor license for his
brew would be hard to come by.We introduce ourselves and shake hands. “I’m Noel, ‘cause I
was born on de 29th December.”He looks at John closely. “I’s remember you. I worked wid you
on Isles Bay Plantation, tilin’ with Bimshaw.”He reaches into his sack and withdraws two ripe
mangos and hands them to me. “You’re right, dem plenty mango.”It’s a happy circular moment in
our twenty-five year relationship with this gem of an island.                  CHAPTER 2

You’ll meet some of the ex-pats who love to party with the excuse ‘hell, it’s six o’clock
somewhere in the world.’ ‘Jumbie’ ghosts are everywhere, as are the Masquerade dancers,
whose vibrant costumes and heady rhythms take you back in time. You’ll join in the St. Patrick’s
Day week-long Festival, held to celebrate Montserrat’s unique association with Ireland and you
won’t be able to resist taking part in the ‘jump up’.Despite the hardship and uncertainty,
Montserratians remain optimistic. They never say ‘goodbye’, rather ‘I go to come back’, which is
what I hope you’ll want to do with this book. CHAPTER 1“PLENTY MANGO”“PLENTY
MANGO”Whenever the subject of Montserrat crops up, two questions are inevitably asked.



‘Where is it?’ and ‘how on earth did you end up there?’If you Google ‘Montserrat, West Indies’,
not ‘Montserrat Spain’, you’ll be directed to a volcanic dot (7 miles by 11) in between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Caribbean from where, on a clear day, you can see Antigua, Nevis, St.Kitts and
Guadeloupe. The island is still a British Overseas Territory with a Governor representing the
Queen who oversees the island’s own elected Government. It boasts the purest spring water,
lush vegetation, friendly people … and now an active volcano.One summer, many years ago, I
was driving through Northern France with my husband John. We were on our way to
Switzerland and at one with the world. It was one of those typical straight French country roads
with white ringed poplar trees on either side. Nothing coming the other way, I signalled to
overtake two cars in front of us. All was well until I was alongside the first driver who decided to
overtake the car in front of him. There wasn’t room for the three of us on that straight country
road, so I ended up hitting one of the poplar trees while they drove on. John somehow got me
out just before the car exploded. He saved my life.Despite being grateful for being alive, come
winter, we couldn’t quite get over the enormity of what could have happened.So, to cheer the
soul and warm the body, we headed for the West Indies, unknown to both of us, eventually
finding and falling in love with Montserrat. So much so that John, who is an architect, decided to
follow a dream and find some land on which he would build a group of contemporary West
Indian style villas. We did find that land, 27 acres of tropical hillside overlooking sea, beach and
mountains. We re-mortgaged everything we had to pay for it.We only needed to build one more
house to almost break even. And then the island’s volcano re-awoke after 400 years.‘Of all the
gin joints, in all the towns, in all the world, she walks into mine …’ said Rick in
Casablanca….though an erupting volcano is a lot more chancey than Bogart and Bergman’s gin
joint. The volcano hovers in the background of these stories of life on Montserrat, but the island
is full of wonders, as you’ll hear. Even, as I begin these tales, by taking a simple walk up to Duck
Pond.The walk is about an hour and a half round trip, much of it in the shade of arching mango
trees either side of a track. It’s officially known as the Cot Trail in memory of an English family,
the Sturges, who came to Montserrat mid -19th century to grow limes for the manufacture of
citric acid and also provide essential Vitamin C for the English navy; hence the expression
‘limeys’. They built a house high up on Olveston Mountain , which was destroyed by a hurricane
in 1899. For reasons known only to long deceased members of the family, they called it The
Cot.In June and July, neither Duck Pond nor The Cot seem appropriate names - Mango Trail, we
think, being far more fitting. John & I leave the trusty old Range Rover at the bottom of the
mountain and begin our gentle climb, accompanied by yellow and white tissue-paper butterflies
and scampering lizards. Before long we come upon an avenue of mango trees, the ground
littered with their yellow and blushing pink oval fruit. The scent is intense, smelling not unlike a
brewery around the fermenting fruit.We meet an elderly man wearing what appear to be pin-
striped wedding trousers, cut off at the knee.“Plenty mango,” I say, as a way of greeting. He
carries a large sack which is already half full.He gives me a pink gummed smile. “Dem trees
been here since I was a boy. I comes here to pick every year.”“What do you do with them? Make



chutney?”He looks at me carefully.“Mango rum. Pick now, ready for December.”He proceeds to
divulge his recipe, but the quantities are so large, that I quickly lose track, except that there
seem to be only two essential ingredients; mango flesh and sugar which, by a patient process of
fermentation and sieving, eventually produces a colourless liquid.“It’s very strong,” he laughs.
“When I drink dis stuff, I lie on de table and caaan’t get up!”“Perhaps you could sell it locally?”He
rocks on his heels with laughter. It’s obvious that a liquor license for his brew would be hard to
come by.We introduce ourselves and shake hands. “I’m Noel, ‘cause I was born on de 29th
December.”He looks at John closely. “I’s remember you. I worked wid you on Isles Bay
Plantation, tilin’ with Bimshaw.”He reaches into his sack and withdraws two ripe mangos and
hands them to me. “You’re right, dem plenty mango.”It’s a happy circular moment in our twenty-
five year relationship with this gem of an island. CHAPTER 2“NO ROOM AT THE
INN”“NO ROOM AT THE INN”The beauty of a long haul flight is the enforced isolation. You
surrender to the in-flight food, entertainment and cramped loos, in the happy anticipation of
arrival; in our case Antigua, where we’ll hopefully make our connecting flight to Montserrat.It’s
only when we’re seven and a half hours into the journey that I think to look at the computerized
map of the journey, which tells me that we’re still high above the Atlantic Ocean. Closer reading
of the ‘journey planner’ reveals that we’re up against very strong head winds, predicting arrival
time only half an hour before we’re meant to catch our 7 seater to Montserrat. The stewardess
meets my suggestion that the Captain radios ahead with that bland smile of ‘no can do’, regular
travelers know so well. For the first time we get to use Antigua’s new ‘International’ Airport –as
big as one of Heathrow’s terminals. Acres of polished marble, ice-cold air conditioning and huge
posters offering financial services. Although the ground crew do their best, the little plane leaves
without us – frustrating but, as Montserrat Airport has no landing lights and closes at 6, the pilot
had no choice but to leave us behind.Fortunately, we bump into Rocky – a 30 stone giant who
runs a duty-free liquor store at the airport and who has been giving us absurd discounts for over
25 years. He obligingly gets out his mobile (protected by a plastic casing in the shape of a bottle
of Mountgay rum) and punches in some numbers. After several abortive calls it seems, owing to
the snow storms on the East coast of America, we’ve hit a Nativity situation and can find ‘no
room at the inn’. At last the woman in charge of the Information Desk returns and we thank
Rocky profusely for his help. He has the gentlest of handshakes.West Indian patois is spoken
very fast and is impenetrable to the untrained ear, so we only grasp about a third of what this
lovely smiling woman is saying.“Gertrude …? $US60 – four for you, four me … dey wan food …
Big Banana? OK I tell dem, wait for you.”“Gertrude, she take you,” she says. “She come in
green car.”Isn’t trust an endearing human quality? There we are, standing outside a rapidly
emptying terminal, the inky blackness of a Caribbean night about to descend, waiting for
someone who we only know as Gertrude, who will be taking us we know not where.
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Puddin N. Tain, “A spot on depiction of Montserrat. Sarah perfectly described the fun and funky
island of Montserrat. We have been enjoying this beautiful piece of paradise since 1993. Despite
its blows, the resilience of her people shines through. The locals she describes (and in some
cases she names) are exactly as she writes. Good fun, Sarah. Thanks”

Mike, “Great Insights into life on the Emerald Isle.. As an annual visitor for more than a dozen
years, I enjoyed reading about familiar people and places, but this is just the tip of the enjoyment
iceberg.  Well written, with the right smattering of humor.”

Erindell, “An absolutely amazing book. Amazing book. Couldn't put it down. Have bought
additional copies to give as gifts, all autographed by the author. I hope she will write a follow-up
to this one.”

Trevor Stephenson, “An absolute gem of a book!. What an absolute joy to get lost in the pages
of this endearing book. Those who know this tiny island gem will agree that Sarah has
affectionately captured the essence of this unique place. She describes it's many idiosyncrasies
in a such a wonderful tongue-in-cheek way it simply makes you laugh out loud. The array of
island people she introduces and the many events she takes you to are so amusing you want to
jump on the first available flight to meet them and join in the activities. Sarah's skillful writing
draws you into the sunny pages even on the dullest of days, the lovely illustrations adding even
more sunshine. For those who have not visited the island a word of warning. It is almost certain
that upon reading this book you will have an uncontrollable desire to check out how to get there
for you next holiday.”

M Phillips, “Gorgeous book, both to read and look at!. This is a wonderful view into the life of
Montserrat. Beautifully written, 'Plenty Mango' is evocative and enticing. Sarah Dickinson's love
for the island bubbles from every page. Extremely funny and at times poignant, the book paints a
vivid picture of life on the island, peppered with fascinating nuggets of history and culture. The
lovely illustrations also convey the energy and vitality of the place. Superb bait for those of us
who haven't yet visited the Caribbean, and Montserrat in particular. Highly recommended!”

Sheila lee, “Plenty to enjoy in this book.... Not so much a collection of postcards as an extended
love letter to Montserrat, the Emerald Isle of the Caribbean: Sarah Dickinson and her architect
husband, John Renton, have been coming back to Montserrat for nearly forty years, and to the
Caribbean for even longer. Her love of the landscape , the people, their resilience in the face of
natural disaster and, above all, the way of life inform everything she describes. She casts an
affectionate eye over locals and ex-pats alike, and the result is very often hilarious. Like the best
picture-postcards, John Renton's illustrations make us all wish we were there and Sarah's words



do indeed make us want to 'go to come back'.”

willy, “This is a delightful collection of short Caribbean "postcards", .... This is a delightful
collection of short Caribbean "postcards", mainly missives from the island of Montserrat. Sarah
Dickinson paints expressive word pictures of life in that unique community, her postcards
embellished with illustrations by her husband, John. For anyone who has been connected with
Montserrat over the last 20 - 30 years, and its travails with hurricanes and a delinquent volcano,
this is a very evocative treasury of observations on important events on the island. For others,
who might be interested in experiencing one of the nicest places in the world, Sarah's insights
into the people will probably do more to encourage discerning visitors than any advertising
campaign.”

Richard Loe, “A wonderful evocation of the charms and quirks of Caribbean life. A wonderful
evocation of the charms and quirks of Caribbean life, full of personal insights that a deep
familiarity with the terrain brings. A delight forthose who know the islands and equally for the
armchair traveller. The vivid illustrations add piquancy to an already piquant narrative.”

Caroline, “Better than any travel guide.. For anyone intending to visit the Caribbean, or even
anyone interested in the history of Montserrat, this a charming book, full of real life stories and
delightful illustrations. Written by Sarah Dickinson, who has years of experience in the media
world, this is her first foray into travel writing. Highly recommended.”

The book by Robert Muirhead has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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